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Reader’s Choice Awards
Smoke Wizard GLD-50 Small, Powerful Smoke
Machine
Smoke Wizard GLD-40: Next-Generation
Features Meet New OEM Requirements
The Smoke Wizard GLD-40 has a microprocessor,
flow meter, and other features that meet or exceed
the latest automaker testing requirements.
The advanced microprocessor manages
cutting-edge pressure/vacuum-decay
monitoring to meet the latest OEM
EVAP testing specifications. The
easy-to-read flow meter displays even
the newest .010 in. leak threshold —
another aftermarket first. The unit uses
OEM-approved UltraTraceUV smoke
& dye solution and has shop air or inert
gas capabilities.
Global Leak Detection, the Smoke
Wizard manufacturer, is one of the
oldest, most experienced OEM smoke
machine manufacturers, serving Audi,
VW, Mazda, Kia and other automakers.
www.smokewizard.com

Reusable Smoke Wizard Pop-it Filler Neck
Adapter Saves Time, Money, and Waste
The reusable Smoke Wizard Pop-it Universal Fuel Cap Adapter
(GLD034) eliminates
the ongoing cost
and waste of
disposable
seals.
To use,
remove the
gas cap, pop
on the Pop-it,
and connect
a smoke
machine or leak
detection device.
It’s perfect for
smoke testing and
pressure/vacuum
decay testing the
EVAP system.
The Pop-it, made
of a fuel-resistant
substrate, won’t crack or breakdown.
It’s backed by a five-year warranty.
Global Leak Detection, the Smoke Wizard manufacturer, is one of
the oldest, most experienced OEM smoke machine manufacturers,
serving Audi, VW, Mazda, Kia and other automakers.
www.smokewizard.com
www.ssgm.com

The Smoke Wizard GLD-50 is the smallest,
lightest smoke machine (10" x 5" x 8.5", 7 lbs)
with the most features for a budget price.
The GLD-50 OEM-approved technology
includes: shop air/inert gas
capability for safe testing,
UltraTraceUV smoke & dye
solution (“when you see the
dye, you’ve found the leak”),
and a smoke volume control
for easier leak detection. The
GLD-50 quickly finds general
and EVAP leaks.
Global Leak Detection, the
Smoke Wizard manufacturer,
is one of the oldest, most
experienced OEM smoke
machine manufacturers,
serving Audi, VW, Mazda, Kia and other automakers.
www.smokewizard.com

Megatester’s Small, Versatile Multitester
Megtester Inc.’s Megatester allows technicians to test 3, 6, 12, 24,
110, & 220 AC/DC un-energized circuits. It can be used to test bulbs,
fuses, switches, trace wires and find bad grounds. It can trace and
isolate single wires among complicated setups, test whether a circuit is
closed or open, test electronics and
electronic circuits without turning
them on, test electrical conductivity
and electrical continuity.
Megatester has passed Underwriters
Laboratories testing programs and
comes with a lifetime guarantee.
www.megatester.com

Mohawk Lifts’ Swing Arm Safety Guard
Mohawk Lifts swing arm safety head guard makes the safest lifts even
safer. The swing arm safety guard is now available for two post models
ranging from
7,000 10,000 lb
capacities.
Mohawk’s
swing arm
safety guard
prevents
mechanics
from hitting or
cutting their
heads on hard
steel swing
arms. Mohawk’s swing arm safety guard is easily applied with a peel
and stock application.
Mohawk Lifts are proudly designed, and manufactured in the
U.S.A.
www.mohawklifts.com
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